Stella on Stone Street

Stella lives on Stone Street.
Her house has stairs.
Her house has nice style.
Her house is near a bus stop and a store.

Stan saw a stork.
It was standing very still.
It was under the stars.
Stan just had to stop and stare!
Stella on Stone Street

1. Stella lives on _________ street.
   A. Steel  B. Stock  C. Star  D. Stone

2. What does Stella live near?
   A. bus stop  B. zoo  C. school  D. park

3. What kind of animal did Stan see?
   A. a fish  B. a lizard  C. a stork  D. a cat

4. Does Stella’s house have stairs?
   A. Yes  B. No

5. Does Stan run away from the Stork?
   A. Yes  B. No
### Stella on Stone Street

1. Stella lives on ________ street.
   - **A** Steel
   - **B** Stock
   - **C** Star
   - **D** Stone

2. What does Stella live near?
   - **D** bus stop
   - **B** zoo
   - **C** school
   - **A** park

3. What kind of animal did Stan see?
   - **A** a fish
   - **B** a lizard
   - **D** a stork
   - **C** a cat

4. Does Stella’s house have stairs?
   - **A** Yes
   - **D** No

5. Does Stan run away from the Stork?
   - **A** Yes
   - **B** No